Architectural beauty occurs when you put the finest materials into the hands of talented craftspeople. When time-honored techniques are executed without compromise. Where form and function effortlessly combine to create heat-forged masterpieces. Hand-selected from the collections of renowned hardware makers, each piece is thoughtfully designed to complement your Signature Ultimate door, and your unique aesthetic. This is Gallery Hardware.

BUILT BY CRAFTSMEN. CURATED BY MARVIN.
DISTINCTIVE HARDWARE FOR DISTINCTIVE SPACES.

Established in 1987, Ashley Norton is one of the leading designers of fine architectural hardware. With a broad range of designs to suit any architectural style and an abundance of finish options, Ashley Norton solid brass and bronze hardware is built by the most talented craftsmen for the most discerning customers.
Angular
Adonis
Dark Bronze

Rectangular
Hampton
White Bronze

Rectangular
Meridian
White Bronze

Urban
Apollo
Matte Black

Urban
Claros
Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

Urban
Atlas
Satin Chrome
GALLERY HARDWARE

Urban Bauhaus Polished Chrome
Apollo Pull Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze
Urban Pull Matte Black
Centaur Satin Nickel PVD
Urban Pull Dark Bronze
Arch Colonial Dark Bronze
Arch Chester Polished Brass
Rectangular Dunn Pull Dark Bronze
LEVER OPTIONS:

- Adonis
- Apollo
- Atlas
- Bauhaus*
- Centaur
- Chester
- Churchill
- Claros*
- Colonial
- Hampton
- Meridian

FINISH OPTIONS:

- Polished Brass
- Polished Chrome
- White Bronze
- Satin Chrome
- Satin Nickel PVD
- Dark Bronze
- Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze
- Matte Black

*Bauhaus and Claros levers are not available in White Bronze, Dark Bronze, or Matte Black finishes.
MAKE ELEGANCE LOOK EFFORTLESS.

Founded in 1884 in France by famed ironworker Gustave Bouvet, Metal Style Bouvet combines traditional French ironwork craftsmanship and materials with modern technology to create distinctive hardware for equally distinctive doors. Metal Style Bouvet represents the finest of decorative French-inspired hardware.
Designs inspired by traditional French country architecture are the hallmark of the Bouvet LaForge Collection. Established in 1884, Bouvet combines traditional hand-forging methods with state-of-the-art manufacturing processes. To take just one example, their Cementex Treatment integrates zinc particles onto steel hardware at high temperatures to inhibit rust and discoloration. This combination of innovation and craftsmanship results in amazingly beautiful, remarkably durable wrought-iron handle sets.
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THE BEST WAY TO INVITE SOPHISTICATION IN.

Rocky Mountain Hardware is expertly crafted in America using only the finest art-grade bronze and precision mechanisms. With over three decades of experience, Rocky Mountain Hardware continues to set itself apart with inimitable style, boundless capabilities, and exceptional quality guaranteed to stand the test of time.
GALLERY HARDWARE

Stepped
Olympus L135
White Bronze Brushed

Stepped
Owl Tail L102
Silicon Bronze Light

Stepped
Beaver Tail L105
Silicon Bronze Medium

Stepped
Tube L108
Silicon Bronze Light

Curved E331
Bella L150
Silicon Bronze Medium

Edge
Strip L320
Silicon Bronze Brushed
Weave Texture

Edge
Shift L20230
Silicon Bronze Dark
Wood Texture
Mack Curved Rail Grip G260
White Bronze Light

Curved Offset D Grip SDP6
Silicon Bronze Brushed

Edge Offset D Grip SDP6
Silicon Bronze Light
Basic Texture

Trousdale Offset Trousdale Grip G130300
Silicon Bronze Dark Lustre

Mack Offset D Grip SDP6
White Bronze Brushed

Mack Curved Rail Grip G260
Silicon Bronze Dark Lustre

Edge Curved Rail Grip G260
Silicon Bronze Dark

Mack Offset Trousdale Grip G130300
Silicon Bronze Dark Lustre

Mack Curved Rail Grip G260
White Bronze Medium
* Texture finishes are only available on the Edge Collection for Rocky Mountain Hardware.
IT’S THE FINISHING TOUCHES THAT LEAVE EVERLASTING IMPRESSIONS.

Customize your point of entry with Gallery Hardware.

MARVIN®